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GURUGRAM, HARYANA, INDIA, May 29,

2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- The use of

AI is expected to become even more

mainstream in every industry with the

anticipated market size of $184bn this

year alone, and expected to increase

nearly 30% by 2030 to an estimated US

$826bn. 

Yet across the world and particularly in

the United States, a genuine hesitancy

exists regarding the trust and use of AI

technologies in communications. 

Recent news illustrates these issues

including concerns that have been

expressed by US lawmakers with

regard to the misuse of AI by China as

well as the generation of deep fake photos, videos, and voice, such as when Scarlett Johansson’s

voice was allegedly recreated by Open AI without her consent.

ARYA, a new world of integrated enterprise communications, held its technology summit in

Gurugram, India this past week to solve some of the most current and pressing issues

concerning security risks with communications and AI for businesses.

During the technology summit, the group addressed and developed solutions using ARYA’s

cutting-edge system to improve data-loss prevention and intrusion detection, and prevent AI-

generated threats, shielding against digital impersonations including deepfake video & voice,

thus increasing transparency and trust.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.artificialintelligence-news.com/2024/05/14/the-market-size-in-the-ai-market-is-projected-to-reach-184bn-in-2024/
https://www.artificialintelligence-news.com/2024/05/14/the-market-size-in-the-ai-market-is-projected-to-reach-184bn-in-2024/
https://apnews.com/article/artificial-intelligence-china-united-states-biden-xi-geneva-506da7b5fa72d5fe1bcd54fb8ec4f898
https://news.sky.com/story/scarlett-johannsson-shocked-and-angered-after-openai-allegedly-recreated-her-voice-without-consent-13140514
https://news.sky.com/story/scarlett-johannsson-shocked-and-angered-after-openai-allegedly-recreated-her-voice-without-consent-13140514
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"For us at ARYA, Artificial Intelligence is

the silent sentinel, tirelessly guarding

our communications and ensuring that

in a world full of noise, our messages

remain secure and true," said Robert

Wilson, CEO and Chief Architect.

About ARYA

ARYA is a new world of integrated

enterprise communications enabled by

the latest in AI and quantum

technologies to provide organizational

resilience, operational continuity, and

enhanced daily and crisis

communications through its integrated

communication architecture. 

ARYA has built the first integrated

communications and data visualization

platform to protect people, assets, and

intellectual property, getting the right

information to the right people at

precisely the right time.

ARYA has brought together global

senior leaders of large corporations,

counterterrorism, cybersecurity, law enforcement and technology to co-develop this

communications platform that the world has been seeking to solve their communication needs,

to help improve society and reduce crime in communities.

ARYA’s groundbreaking technology provides a backbone to make communities safer and more

resilient.  

ARYA Gives back to the communities in which it operates through its nonprofit partnership.

For more information, visit: https://www.ARYA.Earth/.

https://www.ARYA.Earth/
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